
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Described as a magic carpet, flying listeners to known and unknown places, the Grand 
Fatilla experience is delivered by a collective of virtuoso players whose wide-ranging 
approach to world music defies convention. Sharing a love of gypsy-infused, cross-
cultural folk music, Club d'Elf bassist Mike Rivard, electric mandolinist Matt Glover and 
accordionist Roberto Cassan joined with percussionist and singer Fabio Pirozzolo in 
2008, and Grand Fatilla was born. The band has built a considerable following notable 
for its varied ethnic make-up, with audience members drawn to the music’s infectious 
drive and authenticity. The group journeys from Argentine Tangos to Italian Tarantellas, 
from Turkish sacred Sufi songs to Irish reels, Moroccan trance to Bulgarian dance music, 
through intricate arrangements and improvisational interplay. 
 
Each member of the band brings a distinct expertise to the collective sound: Cassan and 
Pirozzolo hail from Italy where they were immersed in the folk music of that area. They 
play with the Italian folk group Newpoli, with the Armenian-jazz nonet Musaner, and 
both delve into Balkan, Tango, Brazilian and South American music. From his native 
Newfoundland, Glover brought his Celtic influences to Boston and he has studied the 
South Indian style of mandolinist U. Srinivas. Rivard, who is a member of Indian-jazz 
group Natraj and plays with the Boston Pops Orchestra, has a passion for North African 
music, especially Moroccan trance music. He brings the sintir, a 3-stringed bass lute to 
the Grand Fatilla mix. 
 
In this age of heightened global consciousness Grand Fatilla’s repertoire pays homage to 
the idea that ours is indeed One World, and the music of diverse cultures transcends 
boundaries and enriches us all.  
 
 



 

 

“Global Shuffle:”  
Grand Fatilla’s Debut Album 

 

 
 
Grand Fatilla has been delighting audiences since its formation and the requests for a 
recording have been fulfilled. In early 2014 the band sequestered itself in a beautiful old 
church-turned-studio (an appropriate setting, given the band's cover of Hermeto Pascoal's 
Little Church) in West Springfield, MA to record its debut CD, Global Shuffle. Since its 
release, the album has received rave reviews and was rated 4 stars from Downbeat 
Magazine.  
 
Recorded live in the studio and eschewing the modern approach of artificially building 
the music piece by piece, the group was able to harness the energy that is such a 
distinctive part of its live shows, but in a setting where the sound of each instrument is 
faithfully represented. Argentinian guitarist Claudio Ragazzi, who has recorded with 
Bebel Gilberto, makes a guest appearance on three tracks, including 
Pascoal's baiao Bebé. Rivard’s sinter playing is featured on the tracks Five Of Swords 
(recorded on an instrument presented to him by Gnawa legend Maalem Mahmoud 
Guinia during a trip to Morocco) and the shifting time signatures and intricate rhythms 
of Kasha. 
 
With two members of the group originally from Italy, it’s no surprise that the group 
embraces folk music from that country. Alla Carpinese was discovered 
by ethnomusicologists Alan Lomax and Diego Carpitella during their 1950s expedition in 
the little town of Carpino in Southern Italy, and the band gives it a somewhat unorthodox 
treatment, with an unaccompanied bass solo beginning the track. Southern Italian 
Medley is a mix of two melodies both from Southern Italy. Lomax and Carpitella 
collected the opening chant (they called it "Lu Pecuraru") in Basilicata, and Pirozzolo 
sings it over a haunting drone. The short text announces the marriage of a young 
shepherd, asking whoever was listening to inform his mother of his decision. The second 
is a fast tarantella (originally improvised by a singing barber) from the village of 
Sannicandro Garganico in Apulia. Many of these melodies were used to heal cases 
of tarantism, a recurring physical and psychological condition believed to be caused by 



 

 

the bite of the Apulian tarantula. The healing ritual of the tarantella would use music, 
rhythm, dance and colors to cure the afflicted person: audience members at a Grand 
Fatilla show are often compelled into ecstatic dance, spider bite or not! 
  
The music of Bulgaria is represented by two tracks: Sandansko Oro and Cigansko Oro 
(“Oro” or “Horo” is a general term to indicate various dances from Bulgaria and 
Macedonia). The former is a dance tune that comes from the town of Sandanski, in the 
southwest corner of Bulgaria. The tune features a challenging 22/16 meter, which for the 
mathematically-inclined can be broken up into two asymmetrical parts: 9/16 (2+2+2+3) 
and 13/16 (2+2+2+3+2+2). Pirozzolo adds the Bulgarian tapan to his percussion arsenal 
for this track. Cigansko Oro is an arrangement of a version taken from the Hungarian 
group Zsaratnok, a leading folk group in Balkan music during the 1980s, and features 
continuously shifting time signatures which build up to the climax of Cassan's rousing 
accordion solo in 7/8 time. 
 
Cassan contributes three original tunes: Domenie, which means "Sunday" in the dialect 
of Friuli, in the Northeast region of Italy where he is from. Although the style of music is 
more connected with the accordion tradition of the Northeast part of Brazil, the tune 
harkens back to the joy and celebration that that day brought every week in his 
hometown. Milonga Para Lucia (dedicated to his daughter) is written in the milonga style 
of the countryside of Argentina, and it is also a tribute to the song Verde Milonga by the 
great Italian singer-songwriter Paolo Conte). The waltz Corrente refers to the river stream 
that keeps flowing, and mixes French musette, Venezuelan joropo, and heavy southern 
Italian and Brazilian tambourine-style playing. 
 
Another composer whom the band has a particular fondness for is Astor Piazzolla, whose 
hypnotic tango Fracanapa (the name of a Venetian mask) is a perfect vehicle for Fatilla, 
and rounds out the program. Whether navigating the tricky time signatures of a Bulgarian 
dance song, trancing to a Moroccan chaabi groove, faithfully rendering an ancient Italian 
folk ballad, or rocking out with a John Bonham beat, the band is committed to sharing its 
enthusiasm for all of the styles it loves with an even wider audience, poised to embrace 
the infectious energy and astonishing variety on Global Shuffle. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Reviews of “Global Shuffle” 
 

DOWNBEAT MAGAZINE 
December 2014 issue. Review by David Kunian 

Rating: 4 stars 
 
“Grand Fatilla’s debut album makes the case that much of the world’s folk music can be 
played together and still make sense. The tunes here share a gypsy element to them as 
they move from Spanish guitar songs to Argentinian tangos to Italian tarentellas to 
Eastern European dance music, and they all sound of a kind. There are no clashing 
juxtapositions of tunes nor experiments that fail. The record is aptly named, as it is glob- 
al in its reach, and each song is like picking from a deck of shuffled playing cards.  
Certain songs have a languid, late-night air as the single-note lines of the accordion work 
over the light percussion and supple bass. One of the great soft songs, “Milonga para 
Lucia,” shares melodic fragments with the 1970s jazz standard “Crystal Silence.” They 
are balanced by quick dance music that moves toward frenzy on accordionist Roberto 
Cassan’s “Domenie” or sultry Latin tinge such as composer Astor Piazzolla’s 
“Francanapa” while remaining precisely played. Aside from the faster numbers, the 
music comes over slowly.  
For only four musicians, there is a lot of music here and, paradoxically, a lot of space. 
The musi- cians come at the songs from an honest place close to their hearts. The band 
also delves into the work of Brazilian musician and composer Hermeto Pascoal. Their 
take on Pascoal’s “Bebe” sounds like James Bond music gone gypsy with its omi- nous 
fading into playful accordion melody mov- ing into a long, slow build. They also do one 
of his most famous compositions, “Little Church,” which has all the promise and beauty 
that it did when Miles Davis performed it on Live-Evil. Global Shuffle projects a fun and 
unserious atti- tude but with the music performed seriously. Grand Fatilla plays the music 
of small clubs, busk- ers and coffee shops the world over, and does with dedication and 
aplomb.”  
 
 
 
 
 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
August 28, 2014. Review by Jon Garelick 

 
“The debut CD by world-music quartet Grand Fatilla broadens as you get deeper into it 
— taking in more genres with exacting technical virtuosity, and also widening its 
emotional scope. The helter-skelter shifting meters of the Bulgarian folk-dance-tune 
opener “Cigansko Oro” immediately puts you on notice of the band’s skills: Matt 
Glover’s fierce bouzouki-like mandolin plucking, Roberto Cassan’s equally dizzying 
accordion, the fast patter of Fabio Pirozzolo’s percussion. Meanwhile, the sure-footed 
groove of Mike Rivard’s bass lines creates the illusion that you could dance to this stuff if 
you dared. (Guitarist Claudio Ragazzi guests on several tracks.) Cultural cross references 
abound — a Southern Italian folk medley begins with a drone and chant that hark back to 



 

 

the Moroccan-styled “Kasha,” showing the Arabic influence at the tip of the boot, and 
breaks into Pirozzolo’s rendering of a tongue-twisting tarantella. Pirozzolo also infuses 
Cassan’s original milonga (country cousin of the Argentine tango) with vocal 
melancholy. The closing ballad-tempo “Little Church,” by Brazilian avant-gardist 
Hermeto Pascoal, is a fitting benediction for this focused, impassioned survey of cultural 
migration.” 
 

 
CRITICALJAZZ.COM 

August 26, 2014. Review by Brent Black 
 
“Grand Fatilla's Global Shuffle may be the best debut of the year! 
  
Improvisational music has taken some direct strikes lately from people that claim the 
music is dead. Granted the "business" of jazz is hurting but bands like Grand Fatilla are 
expanding the harmonic boundaries of improvisational music. This Boston based band 
has been killing it for six years with a high octane "Global Stomp Music." What is that 
you ask? Global folk jazz with an unorthodox instrumentation including accordion, 
electric mandolin, double bass and sinter. On paper it can not work. Good thing compact 
discs are not paper. 
  
Global Shuffle was recorded live in studio and is a world music improvisational tour 
through Italy, Bulgaria, Argentina, Brazil and North America. Each band member is well 
versed in their own area of world / folk music sound but then toss in unbridled 
enthusiasm that seems to document their live gigs in Boston and suddenly you have 
world music on steroids. The most amazing aspect is given the cultural variety there is a 
wonderful flow with Global Shuffle and not the harmonic disconnect one might expect. 
Meters are shifting, dynamics are evolving and the cultural accessibility is through the 
roof. For the theory junkie, "Cigansko Oro" is banged out in a mind melting 22/16 meter. 
  
Grand Fatilla transcends genre and instead celebrates the similarities in music from 
across the globe.”  
 

BE-BOP SPOKEN HERE 
August 9, 2014. Review by Ann Lee 

 
“Lance said ‘You’ll love this CD’ and he certainly wasn’t wrong, though I still don’t 
know what a ‘cuatro puertorrqueno’ is.  It sounds like a Spanish medicine.  The sintir is 
apparently a 3-stringed bass lute, so think Medieval for that one.  Anyway this is a 
humdinger of great listening, a whirl of world sounds, encompassing Bulgarian dance 
song, Moroccan chaabi grooves, Italian folk ballads and slinky tango rhythms.  Not jazz 
as such, but some tracks have what sound like improvised solos, so why worry about 
classifying it, the music is superb. 
It begins with a lively Cigansko Oro, a Balkan dance tune with percussion, rousing 
accordion, shifting time signatures, ending with accordion playing in 7/8 time, then 
comes Five Of Swords, featuring the sintir.  Alla Carpinese starts with a bass solo, 



 

 

followed by mandolin and a traditional song with  Castanets.  Bebe features a melody 
with descending riffs and (I think) improvised solos from the band; Sandansko Oro, a 
Bulgarian dance, gradually builds tension and speed; Milonga Para Lucia is a sort of 
slow tango where chimes of music are overlaid by an accordion tune, with whistling to 
round off the track.  Fracanapa is another tango, this time with a ‘dragging’ effect in the 
music.  (A fracanapa is a Venetian mask.)  My favourite track 11 Southern Italian 
Medley is a combination of 2 songs, a haunting shepherd’s song sung over a drone, and a 
fast song which is meant to cure the listener of the effects of a bite from the tarantella 
spider.  I’m not sure if the cure worked but the music does, with effective percussion. 12 
tracks in all, many lasting more than 7 minutes, providing good value. 
Although Grand Fatilla have been performing for over 6 years, this is their debut album, 
which was recorded live in an old church which is now used as a studio.” 
 
 

THE WORLD MUSIC REPORT 
August 30, 2014. Review by Oscar Montagut 

 
 “A Tribute to the Music of the World – Before this musical idea was presented 
formally on different stages, the basic band began as a trio: Mike Rivard (bassist), Matt 
Glover (electric mandolinist) and Roberto Cassan (accordionist) met up to look into folk 
music from all over the world. Some time later the trio became a quartet with the 
participation of the percussionist and singer Fabio Pirozzolo. 
The name of this work is the same as its repertoire. Shuffle means to rearrange or to mix 
up; this album is a world mixture of expressions where the musicians show their love for 
the music of many regions including Argentina, Morocco and Italy, just to mention a few. 
In the music industry, it is a challenge but at the same time a terrific start to launch a 
work that pays homage to world music. When I say world music, I am not trying to 
downplay the richness of the particular music of each country or city, on the contrary, I 
want to highlight the color and variety of the music in each place and how it becomes 
universal based on its particular sonority. 
Global Shuffle is a bunch/full of talent, feeling and virtuosity where Rivard, Glover, 
Cassan and Pirozzolo keep up the essential and mystically profound sound of ancient 
music and contribute to this legendary style with a renovated tone by improvising with 
open and universal jazz language. 
Grand Fatilla´s work is the magic carpet which takes listeners to different known and 
unknown places. The leaders of this trip go from place to place in musical terms: From 
Italian Tarantellas to Moroccan trances, Argentine tangos to Bulgarian dances, or from 
Turkish sacred Sufi to Irish reels. This magic carpet flies through the sky and remains up 
in the air because of its spontaneity. 
Each song has both subtle and crucial contributions from its musical performers. A great 
example is “Little Church”, an exciting and sentimental piece where the percussion lines 
are almost imperceptible and create a charming sensation, while the accordionist plays 
the melody, moving serenely through the notes of the song. 
Maybe the most powerful and poignant interpretation is the song “Corrente” because it 
sounds like many rhythms at the same time, playing with the listener and taking him/her 
to remote places in only 3 minutes and thirty four seconds. The theme starts with a very 



 

 

catchy accordion intro, opening the way for the lines of the other instruments. “Corrente” 
connects the romantic French musette, the happy Venezuelan joropo, and the touching 
southern Italian and Brazilian tambourine-style of playing. 
Dear music lover, I cannot finish this review without mentioning the tremendous 
performance by Fabio Pirozzolo in “Southern Italian Medley:” a solo vocal intro with an 
intense fragrance of gypsy, classical Italian folk and jazz. As Mr. Pirozzolo plays, the 
speed and emotion increases, creating a colossal display of talent.” 

 
MIDWEST RECORD 

August 2, 2014. Review by Chris Spector. 
 
“And here's a secret Boston ought to share with the rest of us. A multi-culti world/jazz 
band, this crew turns the mixmaster up so high that you almost can't tell what culti the 
multi is mixing within a single song. Spirited, high octane stuff that's loaded with gleeful 
abandon as it takes you around the world in a song, this is the real sound of global party 
music. While some influences are pretty obvious, some come at you so thick and fast that 
you can't keep up with it all. What a gasser! This is the kind of stuff that keeps a genre 
vibrant. Well done.” 
 
 
 

MICHAELKONIK.COM 
September 9, 2014. Review by Michael Konik 

 
“The world music collective Grand Fatilla consists of Club d’Elf bassist Mike Rivard, 
electric mandolinist Matt Glover, accordionist Roberto Cassan, and percussionist-singer 
Fabio Pirozzolo. We mention this because the astonishing breadth of the group’s 
repertoire sounds like there are about 14 virtuoso musicians at work. Grand Fatilla 
specializes in nothing — except consistent excellence. On their debut recording, they 
perform authentic, spirited versions of Bulgarian dances, Italian tarantellas, Turkish and 
Irish songs, Moroccan trances, and some deliciously groovy tangos. Recorded beautifully 
in a refurbished church, “Global Shuffle” is currently our favorite reminder of planet 
Earth’s astonishing diversity of sublime music.” 
 
 

EXPRESS MILWAUKEE 
September 8, 2014. Review by David Luhrssen 

 
“Few groups can shift gears from one musical tradition to another with the grace of 
Grand Fatilla. Perhaps the many previous experiences and multi-ethnic backgrounds of 
its members give the Boston group a unique advantage. On its debut album, Global 
Shuffle, the band moves convincingly from the lively melancholy of the Balkans to the 
stately melancholy of tango, from trance to reels, without a hint of jet lag.” 

 
 
 
 


